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Abstract
In this paper, l.controller based on a structured singular value is used
to reduce the vibration of the flexible structures having the transverse
and torsion vibrations. Meanwhile, in designing conffol system using
p -controller yields a confoller with the order at least equal to the plant
order. Such controller often can not be used in practical applicatiorl thus
the order of confioller is reduced by using the weighting balanced
realization.
Keywords: p -controller; flexible structures, weighting balanced
realization.
1. Introduction
In the vibration control of a flexible sffucture, it is difficult to identiff its modal shape and
physical param€ters. Moreover, the instability of the closed'loop system due to
perturbations of the higher-order modes, so called spillover, often arises. For this reason,
demands for the robust control which guarantees stability against perturbations suct as
modeling errors, parameters variation are very sfong. Meanwhile, in regard to the flexible
structufes having multi directional degrees of freedom, there are many occasions, where
the confiol oftransverse and torsion vibrations is required simultaneously. tn such a case ,
the sectring of robustness is even more difficult because of perturbations due to the
transverse-torsion coupling. Nevertheless, there are cases in which the achievement of
robust stability is not enough. To be more specihc, a demand for keeping the control
performance at a target level even under the influence ofa perturbation, we call it as robust
performance has been becoming stronger with the recent progress in studies on robust
control.
ln this paper, p -controller based on a sffuctured singular values is used to reduce the
vibration of the flexible structure having the ffansverse and torsion vibrations. The
sfucture has four-stories and is tower-like in shape. Each story is modeled such that it has
a single-degree-of freedom in the ffansverse direction and one more degree-of-freedom in
the angle oftorsion around the center ofthe story, which yields the whole stucture, has 8
degree-of-freedom.
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Design of control system using the p -controller, in the first iteration we obtain the 3G
order controller. For the better results, more iteration is needed and it is caused to inctease
the order of controller. Since the high-order contoller is impractical in the real
implementation, then the order ofcontroller can be reduced up to the 8'-order using the
weighted balanced realization. In this case, the robust stability and robust performance can
be maintained by the reduced-order contoller.
2. Model of Structure
The structure has four-stories and is tower-like in shape. To simpliff the modeling
proc€sses, some assumptions are made. Each story is modeled such that it has a single-
degree-of-freedom in transverse direction (the same direction as the excitation) and one
mJre degree-of-freedom in the angle of torsion around the centroid of the story, which
yields that the whole structures has 8 degrees-of-freedom. This structure has long and short
ipans symmetic with respect to the central axis, but has a deviation on the right and the
long side on the third story due to an auxiliary mass, which thereby creates a coupling
between the transverse and torsion vibration. The mass distibution of each story is
homogeneous and the stiffness of four columns are supposed to be the same in the
direction ofthe excitation at all stories. On this conditiorL the distance from the centroid to
the spring ofthe right side of ith-story and the distance from the centroid to the spring of
the Ieft side ofthe i th-story are equal and all the cross terms have no value'
Fig 1. Transverse and torsion displacement of the i th-story of sfructwe
Consider the transverse and torsion vibrations of the i th-stories as shown in Figure l. X,
and 0, arelhetransverseandtorsiondisplacementsofthe ith-stories. /,1 and /," arethe
distances from the centroid to the spring ofthe left and right sides ofthe ith'stories. z,
and /, are the mass and moment of inertia. k1 and &,x are the spring constants of the left
and the right sides ofthe i th-stories.
The total kinetic energy of the stucture can be written as follows
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r (,) =i+b iQ' Jt) + z$))2 + r,el 61\
and the total potential enery is
,,,, :f,+ll::,,til, l;?[ii_ 
.Y:X]:,;:l;^,il,,.1 et
where xo =lo=0o=0.
By using the Langrange's equations
*,(ffi)ffi=r('i),=t'2,* (3)
where q,(t)=b,@ 0,@f md L=T-Y, the dynamics of the structure can be written
in the second-order matrix differential equations as follows
M pio?)+C pio(/)+Kpro(t)+d r2(t)+bof (t)=0 (4)
where.xo(t)=p,(r) xz?) \$) x+(t) qt(t) 02Q) 0r1t1 0o1f]r, Mo,Co, ud
K , arc the inerti4 the damping and the stifftress matrices of the sffucture respectively.
d, is the disturbance vector for the excitation acceleration 2 , and bo is the input matrix
for the control force.
ln the structure, two active dynamic absorbers are mounted at the top ofthe structure on
both edges in parallel with the vibration conffol devices. Each absorber is composed of an
au<iliary mass and a moving coil to drive the mass. The equation of the circuit is described
as
t,iPl + n,ig1+ K"*,(t) = s111
l@= Kri(t) (5)
where xo is the strokes ofthe actuator, e is the control voltage, / is the control force,
I, is the inductance, ft, is the resistance, K" is the induced voltage, K, is the thrust
constant and i is the current. Meanwhile, the equations of motion of the absorbers are
written by
m,Ri,R$)=-fRg)-K"Rx"RQ) (6)
maiaQ) = -fr(t)- K"rx*(t)
where mo is the auxiliary mass, K, is constant and
yo*(t) = xo*(t)+ x4O)+ I 1R04(t)+ z(t)
voilt) = xorQ)+ xnQ)+l ll04(t)+ z(t) (7)
Subscripts R and I denote the right and the left sides.
For control analysis and desigr purposes, the model of structure and absorbers are
transformed into state space form. By the combination of t}te state rrariables of structure,
absorbers, strokes, and defining the state vectoru as
(l)
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x = [xon ral
e, o, 04
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i tl'
the state equation ofthe control object can be written by
i(t)= 1r,111* rr(t)+ Dz(t)
v(t')= Cx(t)
3. Design of Controller
Sfuctured singular value p has been newly introduced in order to cover the defective
points of the conventional design of H-in{inity control. What is meant by a structured
singular value, in conffast to the conventional singular value o which is defined for a
closed loop system, is a value that is defined by the following equatioq relative to a
system M obtained by the loopclosing connection of a controller r( and a block
structure A:
(8)
,(r)=-,"m#-ro=O (e)
It has been guaranteed theoretically that in this case, robust performance is realized within
an eror built into a generalized plant as long as the value of p is less than onc. Then t}re
object ofthe p design is to obtain an internally stable controller. However, there are no
known methods at present to obtain such a confoller analyically, and it is, moreover,
difficult to uniqtrely determine the value of p itself. For this reason, the method used at
present in p -synthesis involves the iteration of the disturbance strength scaling the
design of the H-infinity controller and the calculation of the p values. This computation
melhod is called D-K iteration. Allhough the convergence of the D-K iteration is not
guaranteed, this is the only method of solution at the present time. The procedure of the D-
K iteration is as follows:
(i) Desigr an H-infinity controller for the plant of the equation (8).(ii) Using the controller obtained by the step (i) and a block structure A
describing the connection of a closed loop ffansforrn, the generalized plant as a closed loop
system, and calculate p for this system M.
(iii) Compute the scaling matrix D which minimizss p (n general, D is a
function of frequency), approximate it by using rational functions and multiply D to the
generalized plant.
(iv) Desigr H-infinity controller again for the generalized plant which has been
scaled (this is called a p -controller in here).
(v) Repeat steps (ii) through (iv) until the condition p is satisfied.
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4. Reduced-order Controller
In this section we intoduce tlre procedure to reduce the order of controller[3] obtained by
p -synthesis. The state space equation ofthe control system obtained in Section 3 can be
writteninthe form
i@= k@+nyo
uQ1=[r111 (lo)
Suppose the control system with the z th-order, minimal, asymptotically stable system to
be balanced with respect to the asymptotically stable input and output weightings I/, (s)
and, W,(s), respectively. The tansfer firnction of the weightings input and output is as
follows:
W,(s) = n,(t - r,)-t C, + O,
llo(s) = H o(sl - Fo\-t G, + D"
The frequency weighted balanced realization algorithm as follows(l) Given
a. ),b,C witxn"[(,?).0
b. Fi,Gi,Hi,Di wim ne[Z(,4)]<0
c. Fo,Go,Ho,Do wim ne[Z(4)]<O
(2) Solvefor U and I from
(il)
[; ur,'|"..,, x:).1:,, i,;fi',, ]].[?1",u' c,'t=o
It 'i'iWr tr;1.lir i;Wr l.).1u7'1v.u u.t=o
(3) Solve for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of [II'
w =TILT-1 , tr= dagp",\, l, z t, >...> lo.
>= diasloJ,o, = Ji,i =1,2...n .
F=T-t)T,G=T-ti,n=cr.
(4) Partitioning ofthe frequency weighted balanced realization
'=11',:^ i';)''=[;:] '=P' e'l
(5) The r th-order reduced order controller is then given by (. (s) = i, (", - 2,, )r, ,
where the portioning was done such that A' it ,r, atrd o,*, < o..
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5. Simulation Results
In the sinnrlation, p -synthesis was carried out by the using of the computer aided control
system design tool Matlab []. In this case, the following 3-block strucfire was used as the
block of structure A in consideration of three loops, (l) sensitivity of strokes to
observation disturbances, (2) sensitivify ofthe tansverse displacement and torsion angle to
shaking accelerations, and (3) robust performance with respect to reduced-order errors.
Moreover, it is conjectured that the order of approximation of the D mahix is raise4 the
robust performance is improved, instead, the order ofthe p -controller ends rry increasing
as well. Coupling relations of perturbations cur be describe{ so that it is possible to
describe more accurately.
As shown in Fig.l and Fig. 2 , from the impulse response of the kansverse and torsion
displacements, the performance of the 8ff-order controller are effective to reduce the
vibration of structure.
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Fig.2 Time response of the transverse displacement
contolled(bold), no controller(dash)
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Fig.3 Time response of the torsion displacement
Controlled(bold), no controlle(dash)
6. Conclusion
This paper provided modeling and designing of controller for flexible structure having the
transverse-torsion coupled vibration modes. In designing of controller, the p -controller is
util2ed and thq robust performance can be improved. The order of contoller can be
reduced up to 8s order by using the weighting balanced realization.
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